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What is ‘Social Licence to Operate’? 
(a brief review prior to Roly Owers’ presentation)

An unwritten social contract between the public and an industry or community

Many industries - and sports - seeking to protect and strengthen their social licence 

Issues in sport include sustainability, integrity, safety, doping, etc.

Equestrian sport is unique – more vulnerable to negative public opinion - because it 
involves use of an animal (a beloved animal at that)



The risk of loss of social licence applies to all sports which 
use animals

All equestrian sports increasingly coming under the spotlight (endurance, reining, dressage and show-
jumping, etc.)

Society does not distinguish between different equestrian sports 

Society does not recognise a difference between FEI and non-FEI regulated sports

In some cases the public don’t distinguish between species (all animals used in sport or entertainment) 

The public will prioritise emotion over evidence in deciding to grant social licence or not. 
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Why now? Society cares more - rising concerns about use of horses in sport

•

Photo: Horse and Hound magazine



Increase in publications by ethicists and equine 
welfare scientists for action to address welfare 
concerns

Why now? We know more
Increase in research and knowledge about equine welfare



‘….professional equestrian bodies have stressed that 
modern pentathlon has nothing to do with us. But to 
the general public, horse sport is one amorphous mass 
‒ the Saint Boy crisis has everything to do with us.’

P. Cuckson, Modern Pentathlon: Nothing, Yet Everything, to Do With Us, Horse 
Sport (August 2021)

Why us? – a tipping point
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From 116 countries; 2698 from US 
(2nd most)

Strategically polled ~1000 people from each 
of 14 countries   (1005 responses from US)



Is the Iceberg melting? – Public perception



The Commission’s role 

To provide independent objective advice regarding equine ethics and wellbeing to the 
FEI Board. 

Develop a strategic approach to help guide decision making within the FEI in relation to 
Equine Ethics and Wellbeing*. 

Provide recommendations to address issues of SLO to the FEI Board for their 
consideration. 

The FEI’s role is to receive recommendations and advice given by the Commission, and 
to collectively decide on the best course of action to address the recommendations.



The public respondents – who are they? 



What were the main Concerns of the public ? 



Equestrian Stakeholders feel welfare standards need 
improving



What are Equestrian stakeholders concerned about?  

‘the other 23 hrs’ meaning when they’re not actively in training 
each day; stabled time, turn out time, grooming time etc.



What did you tell us? - 6 Priority focus areas



How do the Public feel about the future of horse use 
in sport?  

• Survey shows majority want to see changes to improve equine welfare

• Main areas of concern .. 



What about the Equestrian Stakeholders? 



Introduction to the proposed FEI Equine 
Ethics and Wellbeing Strategy

1.To ensure that horses used in sport experience 
positive welfare throughout their working lives 

2.To guide FEI regulations, policies and practices, 
and inform wider-reaching advocacy and 
influence 

3.Through (1) and (2) to ensure continued social 
acceptance of the involvement of horses in 
sport

Strategic 
Objectives: 



Proposed underpinning principles 
(The FEI Equestrian Charter)

• Appreciation that horses are sentient creatures
• Recognition that horses should have agency
• Agreement that horse welfare is of the highest priority
• Agreement that policy and practice that influences equine welfare should be 

based on the best available evidence 
• Understanding that continued use of horses in sport relies upon maintaining 

society’s confidence and support
• Commitment to continued professional development in relation to equine 

welfare needs
• Endorsement of a zero tolerance for any activity which compromises equine 

welfare or brings the reputation/integrity of equestrian sport into question.



Use of Research Evidence  



Basis for Commission Recommendations 

• Public and Equestrian Survey Results
• Data from other external agencies and Reports regarding SLO concerns 
• Current Research evidence – What is the latest research related to 

equine wellbeing and ethics? Where are the gaps in our knowledge and 
do they need to be addressed

• Consultation with Equine Stakeholder and Equine welfare experts –To 
unpack the specific concerns/ positives/needs/solutions of different 
groups related to equestrian sport –



Changes are needed … 
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Everyone involved in equestrianism needs to:

Not only optimise and 
prioritise equine welfare 

because it is the ‘right thing 
to do’, but also to be seen to 

be doing so.

Understand their 
responsibility – and the 

impact of their 
actions/words and use of 

images

Ensure that they actively 
engage with and address 
concerns related to Social 

Licence



Thank you

equinewellbeing.fei.org
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